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Aha? Is Creativity Possible in Legal Problem Solving and Teachable in Legal Education?

Carrie Menkel-Meadow†

Editor's Note: On April 7 & 8, 2000, the Harvard Negotiation Law Review and the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School hosted “The Lawyer as Problem Solver: Dispute Resolution and Deal Making.” A series of panels addressed aspects of problem solving as an approach to lawyering and in particular the relationship between problem solving and negotiation. Prof. Menkel-Meadow was the principal presenter at the “Problem Solving and Legal Education” panel, where she presented an earlier version of this paper. The Harvard Negotiation Law Review wishes to thank Prof. Menkel-Meadow for her important contribution to the success of the symposium, and for agreeing to let us publish this thought-provoking article.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem-Solving, Negotiation and Creativity

In the recent re-introduction of his book Local Knowledge,1 Clifford Geertz remarked, “it is hard to decide which is the more difficult task: starting a line of thought, or sustaining one.”2 In many respects, I, too, have felt this difficulty acutely. I began talking about legal problem solving in the 1970s, while attempting to reframe the

† © 2000 Carrie Menkel-Meadow. Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center; Chair, CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution-Georgetown Commission on Ethics and Standards in ADR; Visiting Professor, Harvard Law School, 2001. Thanks to my colleagues at Georgetown for indulging my questions and conversations about legal creativity and problem solving and special thanks to Robert Meadow and Richard Diamond—two of the most creative problem solvers I know. Thanks also to Meredith Weinberg, research assistant and editor extraordinaire. The ideas in this paper have been presented to a variety of scholars and practitioners at Harvard, Stanford, Georgetown, Osgoode Hall, CLE programs and in negotiation training programs in several different countries. I appreciate the good will and reactions of those audiences who demonstrated a wide range of creative reactions.

2. Id. at ix.
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way lawyers approached legal negotiations, suggesting that a different mind-set, orientation or framework, which I called problem-solving, would produce both better outcomes and processes than the more conventional, adversarial approach to legal negotiations. I offered the following definition:

[The] problem solving model seeks to demonstrate how negotiators, on behalf of litigators or planners, can more effectively accomplish their goals by focusing on the parties' actual objectives and creatively attempting to satisfy the needs of both parties, rather than by focusing exclusively on the assumed objectives of maximizing individual gain (emphasis added).

This definition and the article in which it appeared suggested that legal negotiation, as a form of social problem solving, could be taught and learned. In addition to suggesting a structured way of analyzing clients' and parties' needs, interests and objectives, the problem solving approach to negotiation argued that lawyers could be more creative (and less bound by precedent and traditional boilerplate) in the solutions they sought for legal problems and transactions. In the last twenty years we have come a long way in the teaching and practice of negotiation in law schools, law offices and other legal institutions. At the same time, we still have a long way to go in the conceptualization and operationalizing of teaching all the elements of good legal problem solving and judgment, including the "creation" of solutions to legal problems. Where do good, interesting, creative and workable solutions to legal problems come from? Can law students, lawyers, clients and other legal actors be taught to frame legal problems effectively and to seek innovative and implementable solutions? Are solutions to legal problems to be found exclusively within the currently existing domain of legal resolutions (cases and settlements) or boilerplate clauses?

This article continues and expands on my earlier project of seeking to describe how legal negotiation should be understood conceptually and undertaken behaviorally to produce better solutions to legal problems. As structured problem solving requires interests, needs and objectives identification, so too must creative solution seeking have its structure and elements in order to be effectively


4. Menkel-Meadow, Toward Another View of Legal Negotiation, supra note 3, at 758.
taught. Because research and teaching about creativity and how we think has expanded greatly since modern legal negotiation theory has been developed, it is now especially appropriate to examine how we might harness this new learning to how we might examine and teach legal creativity in the context of legal negotiation and problem solving. This article explores both the cognitive and behavioral dimensions of legal creativity and offers suggestions for how it can be taught more effectively in legal education, both within the more narrow curricula of negotiation courses and more generally throughout legal education.

This article explores some of the cognitive processes that can produce good, better or even wise solutions to legal problems. How exactly do we think to solve problems? At some point the cognitive processes in most legal problems become social processes as well, since negotiated problem solving means working with at least one other person, and usually more than one. Therefore, thinking and communicating with others will be required as well. This article suggests that there is not only one way to think like a lawyer. Good problem solving requires many modes of thinking, in which legal, analytic and analogical thinking are a part, but not the whole, of what we need. This article also translates work from a variety of other disciplines that have focused on thinking and problem solving, and explicates how we can teach imaginative thinking in the context of

---


6. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is currently undertaking a study of professional education, including law, in which it examines the multiple epistemologies of thinking like a lawyer, taught in law schools, which includes a problem solving approach to legal education. See Announcement of Carnegie Preparation for the Professions Program, 1999, at http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/whatsnew (last visited Feb. 9, 2001).
creatively solving and negotiating legal problems, transactions, matters or events.\footnote{7}

This article begins with a review of problem solving in the negotiation context and what forms of cognition, decision making, knowledge and capacities we might need to solve legal problems (Part II). Next, the article explores the role of research and study of creativity and its relationship to problem solving or legal cultural production (Part III). Then, the article briefly reviews the work of several psychologists who have focused on creativity, decision making, multiple intelligences, and cognition as theoretical and empirical objects of study.\footnote{12} This section also reviews practical "how-to" literature, which draws on more intellectually rigorous work, and attempts to teach creativity by broadening the way people define problems and extends the universe from which they seek solutions. This article then turns to the challenge of applying this work to legal problem solving (Part IV). What does it mean to speak of legal creativity? What is legal creativity? How does it solve problems? Can it

\footnote{7. I want to emphasize the point that many people do not have legal problems, instead they are engaged in completing a transaction, seeking legal advice about possible courses of action, or may be engaged in a legal event which may or may not even be deemed problematic (home purchase, adoption of child). \textit{See Carrie Menkel-Meadow, The 59th Street Legal Clinic: Evaluation of the Experiment 40 (1979).}}

\footnote{8. \textit{See, e.g., Teresa M. Amabile, Creativity in Context (1996); Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Creativity: Flow and the Psychology of Discovery and Invention (1996); Dimensions of Creativity (Margaret Boden ed., 1996); Handbook of Creativity (Robert J. Sternberg ed., 1999).}}


\footnote{12. This paper will not discuss the problem solving literature in engineering, architecture, psychiatry and social work, to mention a few other domains in which these issues have been explored.}}

be taught? Finally, the article explores the methods of teaching about creativity in legal education (Part V). Can it be done? How?

B. A Brief Review of Legal Problem Solving Negotiation Theory

Problem solving negotiation theory has suggested several departures from conventional negotiation theory and practice: (1) that parties might have actual needs, goals or objectives that are different than those assumed to be true by their lawyer-representatives in the negotiation; (2) that a focus on all parties' needs, goals and objectives (rather than an assumed goal of individual maximization) might produce better outcomes (producing some form of joint gain) and (3) that negotiators should seek creatively to meet the needs of the parties, and thus explore new, as well as precededented, solutions to party issues.

Fisher & Ury's *Getting to Yes* (1981), Howard Raiffa's *The Art and Science of Negotiation* (1982) and David Lax and James Sebenius' *The Manager as Negotiator: Bargaining for Cooperation and Competitive Gain* (1986), demonstrate the intellectual convergence of the time, revealing a shift that was occurring in the underlying culture. The negotiation field was transforming to include more disciplinary domains, including law, business, anthropology, political science, international relations and diplomacy, psychology, sociology and economics. Some transdisciplinary fields also illuminated problems to be solved in understanding negotiation behavior, for instance, game theory, decision theory, rational choice theory,

---


15. For a discussion of why I used the term "needs," in addition to the "interests" or "objectives" used by other negotiation theorists, see infra note 52 and accompanying text.


17. See, e.g., MAX BAZERMAN, *JUDGMENT IN MANAGERIAL DECISION MAKING* (4th ed. 1998); JOHN HAMMOND, RALPH KEENEY & HOWARD RAIFFA, *SMART CHOICES: A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO MAKING BETTER DECISIONS* (1999); GARY KLEIN, *SOURCES OF*
democratic discourse theory,\textsuperscript{19} organizational development,\textsuperscript{20} and systems theory and conflict theory.\textsuperscript{21} The negotiation field now includes basic ideas that are taught in a variety of different contexts, including law schools, business schools, policy and planning schools, international relations programs, economics and psychology departments and even some free standing conflict resolution programs.\textsuperscript{22}

Despite the existence of some key concepts that cross disciplines, there are other dimensions of the negotiation field that are particularly dependent on the specific domain in which negotiation problems occur. The core concepts that cross disciplinary boundaries include differences between creating and claiming value (or integrative and distributive bargaining); the importance of separating inventing from evaluating (creativity and synthesis before critique and analysis); the recognition of complementary,\textsuperscript{23} rather than conflicting, needs and interests for trades; the significance of distinguishing underlying needs and interests from positions to get at root causes; the acknowledgment of concern for others, as well as self; and finally, the complexities of strategic and dynamic, rather than static, behavioral and


\textsuperscript{22} See PROGRAM ON NEGOTIATION, NEGOTIATION PEDAGOGY: A RESEARCH SURVEY OF FOUR DISCIPLINES, at http://www.pon.harvard.edu/events/hewlett/day1.shtml (last visited Feb. 9, 2001).

\textsuperscript{23} See GEORGE HOMANS, SOCIAL BEHAVIOR: ITS ELEMENTARY FORMS (1974).
substantive situations. Legal negotiators, must, however, also be concerned with the role of law in solving problems, the difficulties of multi-party negotiations when one serves as an agent for another, the need for precedent and publicly announced rules, the differentiated incentives of different fee arrangements, and the specialized and rule-based ethical system in which lawyer negotiators must operate. At a deeper level, some argue that lawyer negotiators have an obligation to do justice, not just to accomplish legally permissible, rule-based or Pareto-optimal results.

Thus, creatively solving problems in the legal domain implicates the development of creative faculties, exercised within some constraints of law and legal principle. The creative legal problem solver, then, must learn to navigate within the seas of optimistic creativity, the swells of dynamic interaction with others (client and other counsel and parties) and the oceans of realistic legal possibility. We begin with an explication of the negotiation process as a structured problem solving exercise, in which party needs are identified to suggest opportunities for both individual and joint gain.

II. THE LEGAL NEGOTIATOR AS PROBLEM SOLVER

Most of the work comprising the new canon in negotiation theory and practice is directed to the same ends—better solutions for the parties which cause the least harm to the parties involved, and where possible, those who might be affected by any negotiated solution. Whether labeled a “wise, fair and efficient” solution, a Pareto-optimal solution or a superior solution or even a “win-win” solution, modern negotiation theorists and practitioners view “problem solving” or “principled” or “interest-based” negotiation as a way to achieve better outcomes. Such theorists and practitioners believe that these solutions can be arrived at through different orienting frames, rather than default assumptions of competition over scarce resources or through adjudicated or arbitrated solutions in which one party wins and the other loses. Even if binary solutions are appropriate in some matters, the complexity of some problems, the existence of multiple parties, ongoing relations, the need for flexibility and the opportunity to control the terms of resolution suggest that party negotiations will often provide an opportunity for more tailored and responsive solutions in many legal matters.

Where are those solutions to come from? Negotiation literature has developed a set of prescriptions and descriptions for both enhancing and decreasing the likelihood of achieving desirable solutions. Some of these prescriptions focus on behavioral suggestions, while others emphasize analytic suggestions. Negotiators are urged to explore and invent “options for mutual gain,” taught to seek to expand

32. See Steven J. Brams & Alan D. Taylor, THE WIN-WIN SOLUTION: GUARANTEEING FAIR SHARES TO EVERYBODY (1999). I prefer to stay away from the win-win nomenclature in legal disputes. Often in legal matters someone will not be able to win anything—a criminal defendant who engages in plea negotiations but who will serve jail time; a manufacturer of a defective product who will have to take the product off the market and perhaps pay millions of dollars in damages. These are not winning solutions to the legal problem at hand, but the negotiated outcome may still be better than what might have occurred without negotiation (more transaction costs, more pay-outs, more embarrassment, adverse publicity or emotional pain).
33. Menkel-Meadow, Toward Another View of Negotiation, supra note 3.
34. In jurisprudential terms, we can see this as the development of responsive or participatory law out of the earlier states of command, repression and individual maximization or autonomous law. See Philippe Nonet & Philip Selznick, LAW AND SOCIETY IN TRANSITION: TOWARD RESPONSIVE LAW (1978).
35. See Fisher & Ury, supra note 31, at 56-80.
pies before dividing them, or "create value before claiming it,"\textsuperscript{36} encouraged to brainstorm and invent before evaluating, and pushed to look behind stated preferences or positions to find underlying needs and interests and search for principles or "objective criteria"\textsuperscript{37} to resolve that which cannot be resolved by mutually acceptable trades. Negotiation teaching has moved to increasingly demanding planning exercises that require students to analyze a wide variety of party needs, preferences, desires, objectives, possible legal outcomes, cost benefit analysis, decision tree analysis,\textsuperscript{38} best-case/worst-case scenarios, and contingency plans that are designed to force negotiators to analyze the substance of their dispute before they even sit down to talk to the other side. Negotiation analysis, before any behavior with the other side is even enacted, requires rigorous thinking, planning for problem identification, fact-finding, legal research, option generation, brainstorming, strategies for communication, information sharing, persuasion of other parties and consideration of agreement implementation and execution.\textsuperscript{39}

Once the needs, interests, objectives and goals of all interested parties have been identified, facts have been investigated and agendas for information sharing have been developed, where do particular solutions to legal matters or problems come from? Is there any systematic way to develop substantive solutions to negotiated legal problems? How do lawyers generate options, find alternative courses

\footnotesize{36. See Lax & Sebenius, The Manager as Negotiator: Bargaining for Cooperation and Competitive Gain, (1986); MNOOKIN ET AL, BEYOND WINNING, supra note 26.}

\footnotesize{37. See Fisher & Ury, supra note 31, at 81-94.}

\footnotesize{38. See, e.g., Marjorie Corman Aaron, Decision Analysis, in MEDIATING LEGAL DISPUTES: EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR LAWYERS AND MEDIATORS (Dwight Golann ed., 1996); Hammond, supra note 17. See also Bert Useem et al., Resolution of Prison Riots, NIJ Research in Brief, 1995, at www.soci.niu.edu/~criterinc/escapes/prisriot.txt (last visited February 18, 2001) (suggesting difference between "proactive planning and "reactive problem-solving" in prison riot negotiation).}

\footnotesize{39. For examples of these planning processes, see Carrie Menkel-Meadow, NEGOTIATION PLANS FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION (LITIGATION) PROBLEMS AND BUSINESS PLANNING OR TRANSACTIONAL PLANNING (1990); ROGER FISHER & DANNY ERTEL, GETTING READY TO NEGOTIATE: THE GETTING TO YES WORKBOOK (1995). Such planning documents reflect an attention to the stages and phases of most negotiations and thus represent an operationalization of the theorized structure of negotiations as described by both negotiation theorists and empiricists. See, e.g., P. H. GULLIVER, DISPUTES AND NEGOTIATIONS: A CROSS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (1979); Carrie Menkel-Meadow, STAGES AND PHASES OF NEGOTIATION, in DAVID BINDER & CARRIE MENKEL-MEADOW, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION LAWYERING SKILLS INSTITUTE (1982); LEIGH THOMPSON, THE MIND AND HEART OF THE NEGOTIATOR (1998); GERALD WILLIAMS, LEGAL NEGOTIATION AND SETTLEMENT (2000).}
of action, consider potential or alternative clauses\textsuperscript{40} in documents and deals, discover sources of financing, create rules of deal or organizational governance, risk allocation, profit allocation, admissions of wrongdoing, compensation, policy changes and the literally dozens of legal "tropes" or solutions that constitute legal problems?

Dispute negotiation too often looks for its solutions among the legal precedents or outcomes thought likely in the "shadow of the courthouse" (these days most often compromise of some monetary values), and deal negotiations too often seek solutions in the boiler-plate language of form contracts for transactions.\textsuperscript{41} Ironically, these litigated outcomes and boilerplate clauses were once the creative ideas of some lawyers who developed a new reading of a statute, a novel argument before a common law or Constitutional court, developed a new scheme of risk allocation, or found a new source of capital or drafted a new clause for a deal document.

Solutions to legal problems, then, come from creative lawyers, as well as legal or practice precedent. The challenge for negotiation theorists, practitioners and teachers is to find systematic ways to teach solution devising, short of reading thousands of cases, transactional documents, statutes or other legal documents that will show us not only what already has been done, but also what might be done. Are there ways of learning or thinking about solutions to legal problems that are generic or are there only substantive (domain based) solutions? Here the teachings of other disciplines may be useful. Some researchers focus on the positive solution-seeking side of cognition and creativity; others focus on the negative side of impediments to good or, as they define it, rational decision making or problem solving.

Social and cognitive psychologists have been mapping decision processes in a variety of situations in which decision makers have to act under uncertainty. Thanks to the pathbreaking work of such scholars as Amos Tversky, Daniel Kahneman, Lee Ross, Robert Nisbett and others, we know a variety of ways in which negotiators use distorted thinking processes or make human errors. Some of the errors which have been identified are particularly salient for legal decision making. The common process of reactive devaluation, for

\textsuperscript{40} See Marcel Kahan & Michael Klausner, Standardization and Innovation in Corporate Contracting (Or "The Economics of Boilerplate"), 83 Va. L. Rev. 713 (1997).

\textsuperscript{41} See Menkel-Meadow, Toward Another View of Negotiation, supra note 3, at 789.
example, suggests that we do not accurately process offers or information given to us from a party to which we feel adverse.\textsuperscript{42} Most relevant to legal negotiators, parties tend to have overconfidence in their own positions,\textsuperscript{43} which can cause great distortions in conventional monetary allocative negotiations. As humans, we are all subject to certain informational or heuristic biases, like primacy, recency, dramatic and anchoring effects of heard numbers, events or arguments. As a result, we commit statistical or probabilistic errors. Some of our errors in reasoning are differentially distributed—some of us are greater gamblers than others and fear losses or take risks more or less often than others. Almost all of us value what we already have more than what we might receive in the future (a result familiar to any negotiation teacher who uses bidding game exercises).

Sociologists and social psychologists have also demonstrated that problem solving can sometimes be enhanced, and other times hindered, by being conducted in group settings. While there is some evaluation research that supports better quality, as well as quantity, of solutions in brainstorming sessions,\textsuperscript{44} there is also the problem of groupthink\textsuperscript{45} or organizational impediments to taking responsibility that can distort problem solving with multiple actors.\textsuperscript{46} And, controversial though it might be, there is some evidence of gender, racial, ethnic and cultural differences in negotiated outcomes and behaviors.\textsuperscript{47} For example, attribution theory tells us that women are more

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42} See Lee Ross, \textit{Reactive Devaluation in Negotiation and Conflict Resolution, in Barriers to Conflict Resolution} (Kenneth J. Arrow et al. eds., 1995). In addition to the opposite side of a legal case, this can include one's parent, child, spouse, boss or employee, or anyone who is not of our point of view.
\item \textsuperscript{44} See Amabile, \textit{supra} note 8, at 244-45; R.M. Milgram & N.A. Milgram, \textit{Group vs. Individual Administration in the Measurement of Creative Thinking in Gifted and Non-gifted Children}, 49 Child Dev. 385 (1978).
likely to internalize blame and men to externalize it, while at the same time women are more likely to go to doctors and to bring legal claims.48

While much of this very useful research on the distortions or errors of common human cognition is making its way into the negotiation literature49 and is one of the ways we can focus on problem solving and decision making in legal matters, it may have the effect of increasing negative rules and findings and may often overload and paralyze the potential negotiator or problem solver with negative prescriptions of what not to do.50


49. See Arrow et al., Barriers to Conflict Resolution, supra note 42; Russell Korobkin & Chris Guthrie, Psychological Barriers to Litigation Settlement: An Experimental Approach, 93 Mich. L. Rev. 107 (1994); Mnookin, Why Negotiations Fail, supra note 26.

50. The study of cognitive biases is a negative one. Researchers define errors as departures from rational thinking, see for example, Jon Elster, Alchemies of the Mind; Rationality and the Emotions, (1999). With a different baseline we could study decision making descriptively in naturalistic settings (as Gary Klein and others have done) and perhaps discover that truly rational decision making is the deviance from the norm that should be explained, not the other way around. Kahneman & Tversky's work, while path-breaking, has been criticized on this ground and others. See L. Jonathan Cohen, Can Human Irrationality be Experimentally Demonstrated? 4 BEH. & BRAIN SCIENCES 317 (1981); L. Jonathan Cohen, Can Irrationality be Discussed Accurately, 7 BEH. & BRAIN SCIENCES 736 (1984) (discussing difficulties of definitions of "irrationality" or departures from rationality, measurement problems, cueing problems in such research and philosophical objections to operationalization of irrationality heuristics); L. Jonathan Cohen, The Controversy About Irrationality, 6 BEH. & BRAIN SCIENCES 510 (1983). Teresa Amabile has commented that most of her studies of creativity have uncovered the impediments to or suppressors of creativity, rather than finding empirically valid enhancers. See Amabile, supra note 8, at 243. For an argument that lawyers may have a particular need to hold on to assumptions of rationality, both in their own behavior and in the larger rationality of the legal system, see Langevoort, supra note 46, at 1526 (suggesting that the myth of the rationality of law allows us to maintain (perhaps incorrectly) the illusion of control over our world). Langevoort does note that a remarkable amount of productive work is
Thus, this article explores the more positive models of problem solving—using descriptions of successful legal problem solving, creativity and multiple intelligences as a heuristic for teasing out the common elements of how we creatively (in our own domain) solve legal problems.

One can structure a problem solving approach to negotiation by focusing on a three step process in which first, the lawyer identifies multiple classes of needs, objectives, interests or goals from one’s own client. Then, s/he proceeds to do the same for other parties involved, using information available from public knowledge, research, client knowledge and from the negotiation session. Finally, the negotiator examines and matches loci of complementary and then conflicting needs and interests of the parties, in a systematic way, in order to craft solutions that maximize joint gain or Pareto-optimal solutions.

We can explore needs, interests and objectives in categories: (1) legal, the need for a ruling, judgment, legal status, or precedent; (2) economic, including transaction costs and present and future values; (3) social, including dealing with the parties’ group or membership needs and objectives such as family, workplace, organizational, joint responsibility or community; (4) psychological, including all individually important needs or objectives including risk preferences, accomplished by our legal institutions and questions whether the work on biased cognitive processes will prove to be as empirically robust at the organizational/institutional level as it is at the individual level.

51. In reviewing the now vast literature on both the psychology and sociology of cognition, one cannot help being struck by the different professional dispositions of researchers in the field. Some seem almost gleeful in rigorously documenting human error and intellectual frailty (as well as bell-curve variations) while others have attached themselves to the study of achievement (the rareness of true creativity) and the acknowledgment of greater human variations. Is this “glass half full or half empty” phenomenon parallel to the dispositions of traditional and problem solving negotiation theorists and practitioners?

52. My use of needs rather than interests alone has been quite deliberate and reflects several important jurisprudential challenges to conventional conceptions of negotiation in the legal system. First, lawyers should have an obligation to explore client’s needs that may be beneath the articulated surface, both for individuals who may not be able to express those needs readily and for organizational or entity clients who may need to be reminded of long-term needs of the organization, rather than short-term goals of the person representing the entity. Second, my theory of problem solving negotiation is heavily influenced by work in feminist theory that suggests that clients have needs that may not be fully recognized by the formal legal system, see for example, ROBIN WEST, CARING FOR JUSTICE (1997); Robin West, The Difference in Women’s Hedonic Lives: A Phenomenological Critique of Feminist Legal Theory, 3 Wis. Women’s L. Rev. 81 (1987), but which may be appealed to in negotiation settings. Third, expression of needs may compel an attention to justice in negotiation settings that is less instrumental than satisfaction of interests and more expansive than appeals to legal rights in the formal justice system.
reputational, emotional, mental and physical health concerns, needs to assert, fear of shame, guilt, publicity; (5) political, such as rule change, justice, internal or public organizational concerns, precedent setting, relation to other problems, constituents, and finally, (6) moral, ethical or religious, including concerns about traditions, and fairness. Canvassing needs, objectives and goals in these and other categories, for both present and future desired states, is usually effective in bringing to the fore issues that may be of concern to a party in a negotiation context.

Like the pieces of puzzles and brainteasers (discussed infra), the creative problem solver lines up the needs and interests of the different parties and examines what solutions may be possible in reconciling and meeting all parties' needs and objectives. These solutions will eventually have to be tested against what is really possible within our domain—law.

Often a solution to a negotiated problem may be illuminated by exploring the characteristics of the “problem” mapped over the parties’ particular needs and interests. WHAT is the problem about? (What is the res? What is at stake? Can the thing itself be altered in any way?) WHO is involved? Are there stakeholders other than the parties formally at the table? Does adding parties facilitate a solution, or, as in the case of bringing in an insurer, does one increase those who can contribute to a solution, or, as in the case of the IRS, which is always a party to a legal negotiation, do tax concerns change the dynamics and suggest other solutions? WHERE is the transaction/res located? Does jurisdiction matter for the problem? What about the location is alterable? (e.g. employment disputes with multiple offices or government agencies can offer transfer opportunities). WHEN does the dispute or transaction have to be resolved? This factor has led to the important and structural solutions of annuity payments in tort cases, installment payment contracts, contingency

53. See Menkel-Meadow, Toward Another View of Legal Negotiation, supra note 3, at 803. Lawyers need to learn through interviewing and counseling how clients rate their preferences—not all will conform to Maslovian hierarchies of human need.

54. The question of whether law and legal remedies should set the parameters for a just or fair solution in legal negotiation is a much debated subject. While law certainly may set the outer limits of preventing unlawful outcomes, it may be that parties in private negotiations will choose solutions that are not unlawful, but which are also different than what the law provides for in a particular situation. See Robert Condlin, Bargaining in the Dark: The Normative Incoherence of Lawyer Dispute Bargaining Role, 51 Md. L. Rev. 1 (1992); Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Whose Dispute is it Anyway? A Philosophical and Democratic Defense of Settlement (In Some Cases), supra note 30; Jacqueline Nolan-Haley, Court Mediation and the Search for Justice Through Law, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 47 (1996).
pricing and risk allocations, as well as continuing options, accelerated or graduated payments and duties and a whole host of substantive time-based solutions for trials, contingencies and terminable-upon-conditions arrangements. How may the matter be negotiated? Must solutions be conventional payments of money? Are other more creative solutions possible? In-kind trades? Apologies? Percentage of gross or net, instead of fixed sums? Contingent agreements? Secured obligations? Guarantors? Third party reviews? Can dispute resolution procedures themselves be altered? These framing questions for legal solutions to negotiated problems are a way of increasing the resources available for solving problems and probing for non-obvious solutions.\(^5\) This structure often helps to provide legal or non-legal principles for allocating resources or goods or to justify particular divisions when claiming occurs. Using these very general questions often allows other expert systems\(^5\) or even lay common sense\(^5\) solutions to enter an otherwise legally dominated domain of possible solutions. More recent work on systematizing allocation schemes for the distributive part of negotiation problems can draw on these frameworks for assessing values and weights and priorities in numeric, as well as qualitative, allocative systems.\(^5\)

As robust or helpful as these frameworks are, negotiators still need deep and rich informational resources from which to draw to answer these questions. Thus, good problem solvers must always expand their knowledge bases, as well as the sources of insight and new combinations that spark innovative solutions. By systematically and self-consciously exploring the processes and dimensions of creative and richly contextual thinking processes, legal problem solvers can expand their substantive, as well as processual, repertoire.

\(^5\) See Menkel-Meadow, Toward Another View of Negotiation, supra note 3, at 810.

\(^5\) Fisher & Ury suggest approaching negotiation problems through the frames of other realms of expertise. See Fisher & Ury, supra note 31 at 64. See also Donald Schon, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think In Action (1983); Donald Schon & Martin Rein, Frame Reflection: Toward the Resolution of Intractable Policy Controversies (1994).

\(^5\) See Gerald Lopez, Lay Lawyering, 32 UCLA L. Rev. 1 (1984). Indeed, clients should always be asked, “so how would you like to see this turn out?” Clients, of all kinds, will often be a rich source of possible, and even innovative, solutions.

\(^5\) See Steven J. Brams, Fair Division: From Cake-Cutting to Dispute Resolution (1996) (providing theoretical and empirical research support for several allocative regimes to achieve fairness in negotiated situations); Brams & Taylor, supra note 32.
III. CREATIVITY, MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES AND PROBLEM SOLVING

This section describes how work in creativity, cognition and multiple intelligences might illuminate some of the processes that both individual problem solvers and legal negotiators use to craft solutions to legally defined problems. Rather than focusing on what might go wrong in our reasoning processes, let's examine what could go right.

How do we creatively link a problem (some state desired to be improved upon) to a solution in the specific domain of the law? How are legal problems solved both analytically (substantively) and behaviorally (as in negotiation with others)? Ideally, we could create a phenomenology of legal problem solving—studying and describing those successful efforts at using the law or legal concepts to solve problems, make transactions or change certain end states.

Although much of the theory and social psychology of creativity has focused on grand creativity—those who are really inventive or who have radically altered our thinking in some artistic or scientific domain, much of what has been learned about creativity may be applicable to those smaller domains of everyday legal problems rather than more grand "Constitutional moments." Specifically, to the extent that some forms of creative activity are social, and not merely individual, and that certain conditions may be more or less likely to foster, encourage or exploit creativity, there may be things we can do

59. A common definition of a problem to be solved now appearing in the legal literature with some frequency can be found in ALLEN NEWELL & HERBERT SIMON, HUMAN PROBLEM SOLVING 72 (1972): “A person is confronted with a problem when he wants something and does not know immediately what series of actions he can perform to get it.” As I have indicated in supra note 7, even the nomenclature of problem is itself problematic in the legal domain because some legal issues are matters, transactions, or events that are not necessarily experienced as problematic to the individuals engaged in them. The law may be somewhat juridogenic in that it creates legal problems for those who would form entities, buy and sell property, products or services, create or terminate relationships or do any number of things without realizing that the law or the state is an inevitable party to their private negotiations.

60. BRUCE ACKERMAN, WE THE PEOPLE: FOUNDATIONS (1991); BRUCE ACKERMAN, WE THE PEOPLE: TRANSFORMATIONS, 4-5 (1998). Indeed, deep phenomenological, as well as historical, study of such group events as Constitution making and amending, demonstrate the creativity and complexity of legal negotiations at their fullest and highest levels. For an application of some negotiation theory to Constitution making, see Jon Elster, Strategic Uses of Argument, in BARRIERS TO CONFLICT RESOLUTION 236 (Kenneth J. Arrow et al. eds., 1995); see also Jack Rakove, The Great Compromise: Ideas, Interests and the Politics of Constitution Making, 44 WM & MARY L. REV 424 (1987).

61. An interesting body of work has confirmed that certain personal characteristics are associated with high levels of individual creativity—independence or non-conformance and selfishness, birth order, persistence and hard work, focus on particular problems and depth in domain, intrinsic motivational pulls, an ability to live with
in our thinking processes, working environments, social behavior and educational processes to facilitate more creative legal problem solving. Thus, I suggest below that expanding modes of what counts as legal thinking might actually improve the number and quality of solutions to legal problems.

Psychologists have defined creativity as "a process by which a symbolic domain in the culture is changed,""62 "any act, idea or product that changes an existing domain or that transforms an existing domain into a new one,""63 "how the new comes into being,""64 "the quality of products or responses judged to be creative by appropriate observers and ... also be regarded as the process by which something so judged is produced,"65 and "that process which results in a novel work that is accepted as tenable or useful or satisfying by a group at some point in time."66 What distinguishes more modern conceptualizations of creativity from older Popperian notions67 is the recognition that creativity, as a process, can be studied and that it is rooted to a contextually based social and historical process of implementation, acceptance and evaluation by relevant others. In the words of Howard Gardner:

People are creative when they can solve problems, create products or raise issues in a domain in way that is initially novel but is eventually accepted in one or more cultural settings. Similarly, a work is creative if it stands out at first in terms of its novelty but ultimately comes to be accepted within a domain. The acid test of creativity is simple: In the wake of a putatively creative work, has the domain subsequently been changed? . . .

62. Csikszentmihalyi, supra note 8, at 8.
63. Id. at 28.
64. John B. Watson, Behaviorism (1925).
65. Amabile, supra note 8, at 33.
67. Some creativity scientists suggest that the field was born in reaction to Karl Popper's assertions that all truly creative activity is irrational or intuitive and therefore not amenable to study, despite (perhaps in reaction to) his own dissertation on the psychology of thinking. See Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1959), quoted in Gerd Gigerenzer, Where do New ideas Come From? in Dimensions of Creativity (Margaret A. Boden ed., 1996).
Creativity includes the additional category of asking new questions or creating new fields or domains.68

Creativity, as defined by at least one scholar,69 includes several components: (1) relevant domain skills required for any performance of creativity in a particular domain, including factual knowledge, technical skills and special talents required by the domain;70 (2) creativity relevant skills, including cognitive skills, working styles or heuristics for exploration of new pathways within a domain and (3) task motivation that determine how an individual approaches a particular task (with intrinsic, self-directed motivation being more effective than extrinsically oriented motivations).71

Scholars of creativity distinguish between big “C” breakthrough creativity, such as Einstein’s relativity theory, and more incremental creativity such as the patterns of social research and the development of legal doctrine. Some argue there is no big “C” creativity in the law, precisely because Anglo-American law, at least, is based on adherence to precedent and incrementalism.72 On the other hand, overruling major doctrines, such as changes in liability rules (non-privity) and recognition of new rights (privacy) may have the effects of big “C” creativity on those governed by law and rules. It is also possible to see law as having benefitted from the communal big “C” creativity that produced the Constitution—a template for stability and elasticity73 that has been replicated in different forms throughout the world.

It is important for students of creativity to recognize that creativity occurs within a domain (a culture that contains symbolic rules) and, though created by an individual who produces the novel idea or product, is eventually judged by a field of experts who can understand, judge, test and implement the creative product. Some domains have larger fields than others—for example, in cultural

69. Amabile, supra note 8, at 83-127.
70. Interestingly, almost all psychologists studying creativity conclude that it takes at least ten years to become domain proficient (sufficient domain substantive knowledge) to be creative. See, e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, supra note 8; Gardner, Intelligence Reframed, supra note 68; Amabile, supra note 8.
71. Some studies which attempt to measure quality of creative contributions to a field suggest that commissioned works are never as good as internally driven ones. So, why do we legal scholars appear at commissioned symposia?
production, movies, novels and art will be evaluated not only by specialized critics but by purchasers and the consuming public at large. And, in some domains, the judgments about creative worth may be subject to more volatile change than others, for example, the debates about canons in literature, art and the "classics." The law represents a hybrid domain in which the field is that of fellow experts (judges, legal scholars, lawyers) but in fact the lasting creativity of legal work will be measured by a much broader field—that of clients, citizens of legal regimes and all those regulated by law. There are also more creative times than others, when "critical masses" of creative people are presented with problems to solve or resource-rich communities in which to explore their interests—the Athenian "Golden Age," the Renaissance, late 19th century Paris (Impressionism), Fin de Siecle Vienna, Motown, and the "M & A" decade.

Students of creativity and cultural evolution speak of memes as units of analysis. Memes are the cultural equivalent of genes—units of information that are passed on to future generations and that can be changed. Like successful mutations, if a changed meme is accepted by enough people in the culture, the culture will change. While we currently think of Brown v. Board of Education as a successful meme of the legal culture (in the now accepted idea it expressed about racial equality; it has been less successful as a meme of implementation of educational equality), other legal memes are still trying to gain acceptance (Roe v. Wade), and still others are trying to seek recognition and acceptance by the legal field (e.g., same sex marriage). While I will more fully explore legal creativity and legal memes in Part IV below, consider that joint custody for children after divorce is a legal meme that was produced by the negotiation process.


77. Susan Blackmore, The Meme Machine (1999); Csikszentmihalyi, supra note 8, at 7.


when creative lawyers (or perhaps clients) decided to change the pattern of separate physical custody of one parent after divorce and instead use a common negotiation trope of sharing to produce a new legal result, now codified (and some would say, calcified81) in formal legal presumptions,82 at least in some states.

What makes the study of creativity interesting for legal negotiators and problem solvers is the extent to which debates about whether creativity depends on internal or external rewards,83 motivations or constraints may inform how we study and teach our own thinking processes. Modern students of creativity see it as both an interpersonal and social process, so that mastery of the knowledge of the domain is necessary (but not sufficient) by the individual, but some degree of acceptability by the relevant group of experts will ultimately be necessary. Some fields may be more social than others, affecting how domain knowledge is transferred as well as evaluated. Consider the transparency of law in which legal arguments are made publicly and evaluated in writing by lawyers and judges or how transactional clauses are accepted or rejected by lawyers and clients. Unlike scientists working in secret labs84 until they are ready to share their findings for peer review, lawyers and legal scholars must share their ideas rather quickly, if not in print, then in negotiated proposals, offers, paper presentations, motions, briefs and arguments.

Domains may have both specific knowledge bases and domain-specific processes. Consider the formal art training that Picasso and many of the Impressionists had before they broke with conventional forms. In law, we teach the specialized learning process of thinking like a lawyer85 by which we mean teaching particular cognitive processes, including the ability to choose what is relevant, the ability

82. CAL. FAM CODE § 3002 (West 2000).
83. Teresa Amabile's research, for example, suggests that creativity is enhanced by internal motivations and often destroyed by many, if not all forms of externals rewards, expectations and constraints. See AMABILE, supra note 8, at 243.
84. For more on the “secret” lab competition in DNA research, see ANNE SAYRE, ROSALIND FRANKLIN AND DNA (1978); JAMES D. WATSON, THE DOUBLE HELIX: A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE STRUCTURE OF DNA (1969).
85. For several of the classic efforts to define what this means, or at least consists of, see EDWARD H. LEVI, AN INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL REASONING (1949); KARL LLEWELLYN, THE BRAMBLE BUSH: ON OUR LAW AND ITS STUDY (1930). For a contrary view that we should be learning other cognitive skills, such as more fact-based analysis, see JEROME FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL: MYTH AND REALITY IN AMERICAN JUSTICE (1949).
to think deductively as well as inductively, and the ability to reason analogically. Creativity is most often exercised within a specific domain of substantive knowledge (e.g., "the law" or "common legal practices") and is expected to be developed within the method (e.g., common law reasoning, the scientific method) that is appropriate for the domain. Some domain-changing creativity challenges domain-specific methods, as well as knowledge of the field. Thus, teaching law students to create and synthesize (a deal, a document, a legal strategy) is different than focusing the whole of legal education on analysis and logical deduction.\(^{86}\)

Distinct from efforts to account for and explain the conditions of individual creativity, Howard Gardner's multiple intelligences theory\(^ {87}\) suggests there are multiple intelligences or potential competencies at the individual level, not only at the field or domain level. Thus, rather than one general intelligence (as measured by logical numerical and verbal tests and values\(^ {88}\)) each human being has several different faculties and potential competencies. Different problems are best addressed by different intelligences.\(^ {89}\) Gardner makes two essential claims about intelligence: (1) that a full description of human intelligence must take account of multiple (now 8 \(\frac{1}{2}\) ) intelligences that go beyond Socrates' rational man or Freud's irrational animal, each of which may be mobilized both by individual inclinations and cultural preferences or societal needs, and (2) that each individual has unique measures or expressions of these intelligences that may be educated for and mobilized in different ways. Creative products in particular cultural domains may be produced by marshaling the intelligences associated with a particular domain, although Gardner cautions us not to conflate complete correspondences between domains and particular intelligences, or by combining some variants of the multiple intelligences.

For lawyers, who clearly must have some linguistic intelligence within Gardner's frames of reference, it is interesting to imagine how increased attention to other intelligences, both in the educational

\(^{86}\) There are an increasing number of arguments that thinking like a lawyer will no longer be logically linear when we incorporate the logic of computer use and completely different forms of less linear thinking, see, for example, Barbara Bintliff, From Creativity to Computerese: Thinking Like A Lawyer in the Computer Age, 88 Law. Libr. J. 338 (1996); Diana R. Donahoe, at www.teachinglaw.freeswebsites.com (last visited February 18, 2001).

\(^{87}\) See GARDNER, FRAMES OF MIND, supra note 10.


\(^{89}\) GARDNER, INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED, supra note 68, at 33.
process (see Part V infra) and in the practice of legal problem solving might facilitate the enhancement of certain problem solving capacities, if not creativity, in the legal domain. Combining this work on creativity and multiple intelligences for lawyers presents some interesting possibilities for encouraging more positive ways of thinking about legal reasoning and problem solving, if learning from different intelligences can be made relevant within one domain (legal problems).

Gardner originally posited seven intelligences, as follows:
1) linguistic—word and language related;
2) logical-mathematical—use of logic, mathematical operations and scientific investigation;
3) musical—performance, composition and appreciation of musical patterns;
4) bodily-kinesthetic—use of body to solve problems (athletes, dancers, surgeons, craftspeople);
5) spatial—recognition and manipulation of patterns of wide or confined spaces;
6) interpersonal—capacity to understand the intentions, motivations and desires of other people, and ability to work well with other people;
7) intrapersonal—capacity to understand oneself;

More recently, Gardner has added several new intelligences:
8) naturalist—expertise in the recognition and classification of numerous species of the environment;
9) spiritual—relation to supernatural world or larger cosmos; ability to achieve other states of consciousness;
10) existential—concern with ultimate issues and a capacity to locate oneself with respect to the furthest reaches of the cosmos and existence—ability to imagine and contemplate the infinite: the cognitive side of spiritual intelligence.

While some have urged the addition of a moral intelligence, Gardner declines to recognize that as a separate intelligence and instead suggests that each intelligence can be expressed with positive

90. Id. at 35-41. Gardner specifies the bio-neurological and psychological factors that set the parameters for recognition of an “intelligence” with both biological and empirical components. Not all intelligences are clearly mapped in the brain.

91. Id. at 47-66. Because the last two, spiritual and existential intelligences have not been as fully established by Gardner’s own standards, he now speaks of “8 ½” intelligences. Howard Gardner, Kenote Address at the Hewlett Center Conference 2000: Focus on Negotiation Pedagogy (Mar. 10, 2000). At least one dispute resolution scholar has been exploring the relationship of spiritual intelligence (in the form of meditation) to lawyering. See Len Riskin, Project on Meditation and Lawyers, Yale Meditation Project.
and negative values. He maintains that our choices about how to exercise our intelligence is a question of values and judgment, not intelligence.92 Those psychologists and others who study altruistic behavior might disagree; some empirical and socially defined characteristics of rescuers, for example, illustrate some patterns of intelligence, such as capacity for empathy and pro-active moral actions.93

Gardner himself has speculated on the intelligences that might be marshaled for effective negotiation and legal problem solving: linguistic, logical, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and even spatial, are obvious candidates.94 Consider how we narrow the domain of legal problem solving by focusing so much of our education and knowledge base on only one or two of these intelligences.

Much of the popular literature on learning how to be creative95 uses the approach of making people aware of more ways to think about particular problems—in essence to access their multiple intelligences, to avoid narrow domain-limited and path-dependent96 ways of both framing and solving problems and to “think out of the box.” Brainteasers and other brain exercises are used to question assumptions, unpack stereotypic thinking, juxtapose elements of a problem, make “the familiar strange,”97 change levels of thinking (aggregation and disaggregation of problem elements), develop new frames, analogies or metaphors, and to avoid pre-judging or prematurely settling on particular solutions. Some brainteasers and problems designed to

92. GARDNER, INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED, supra note 68, at 67-77.
95. I will simply assume here that we are talking about small “c” creativity—enhancements to producing novel or useful products within a domain (like law)—new or effective legal ideas, concepts, doctrines, clauses, structures or arrangements. While domain knowledge and training are necessary for big “C” creativity, like others, I believe it is unlikely we can teach someone to be creative in that big, breakthrough way, although problem presentation in an educational environment may spark motivation or inspiration.
enhance creativity also teach about the process of thinking, which includes listening, exploring multiple meanings of language and focusing on less familiar modes of thought. A few of these exercises follow below. As you attempt to solve these problems, pay attention to your own thinking processes—how are you trying to solve the problem? What problem or domain space\(^9\) are you searching? What do you call on, from what you already know, to try to solve these problems?

1. In what has become the canonical problem for literally, and figuratively, demonstrating this point, consider the following: Connect the three rows of dots below with four straight lines without moving your pen off the page:

Now, try connecting the dots with three lines.
Now, try one.\(^9\)

The solution to the first problem involves "thinking out of the box" and by realizing that most people imagine a closed box or frame within which they think the lines must be drawn. Those with both spatial and some forms of linguistic intelligence may solve this problem more quickly than others by not feeling so constrained by what they hear as the instructions. The next two problems involve some manipulation of the media or problem materials. The dots must be made a bit larger to use three lines and we must stretch our sense of "line" to imagine one large line to cover all the dots. Or, we must change the paper on which the lines are drawn in order to line them up one by one.\(^\text{100}\) Law students, and even some law professors, resist

\(^9\) Scholars of decision making and problem solving describe the process of problem solving by mapping out a problem space that creates the terrain for cognitive searching, see, for example, NEWELL & SIMON, supra note 59, at 59. This can also be considered framing the problem and this first step is quite crucial to how we go about solving the problem. Recent work on problem solving from several different domains suggests that many people do not use the rational search for alternatives posited by rational choice theory, but especially among skilled experts, the "search space" is generated from past experiences and quick single decisions are made with a trial and error evaluation process, called "recognition-primed decision making," see KLEIN, supra note 10, at 7 (describing firefighters' decisions about how to attack fires, without information about cause or specific locations).

\(^9\) For solutions, see JAMES A. ADAMS, CONCEPTUAL BLOCKBUSTING 24-32 (3rd ed. 1986).

\(^\text{100}\) Id. at 26-31.
the manipulation of words or material that is required by this problem. Is this teaching people to manipulate rules, instructions and to transgress the "box" of laws that comprise our legal system?

2. Now, take a piece of paper and put your body through the page.\textsuperscript{101} The solution to this problem requires some alteration of the media in which you are working. Word manipulation? Creative use of spatial intelligence?

3. You have four cows in a field. How can you arrange those cows so they are equidistant from each other? (Hint, this too calls on spatial intelligence and manipulation of media).

4. A taxi-driver becomes annoyed with a particularly loquacious passenger. He realizes he has not said a word during the whole trip so he signals to his ears to indicate he is deaf. The passenger quiets down. Later, after the passenger has left the cab, she realizes a trick has been played on her. How does she know?\textsuperscript{102}

5. A surgeon is asked to rush to the operating room after a car accident. The surgeon is told a father and his son have been brought in, but the father has died and the son needs emergency surgery. Upon entering the Operating Room the surgeon gasps, "Oh my God, that's my son!" How can this be?\textsuperscript{103}

6. You are in a hotel going to a cocktail party during a conference and have no pockets or handbag. Where can you put your key so both your hands are free to hold drinks and hors d'oeuvres? (There are many solutions to this problem.)

These examples illustrate just a few points about creative problem solving in negotiation. Framing, creating and implementing solutions can be done in many ways, so focus on precedents, standard clauses, conventional solutions and a limited defined problem space can actually hinder what we think is possible in solving legal

\textsuperscript{101} I will not put the solution in print, but will tell you the answer if you contact me, meadow@law.georgetown.edu, because I do not want my future students to be able to research the answer.

\textsuperscript{102} \textsc{Gardner, Aha! Insight}, supra note 13. You will find this brain teaser, along with many others used in negotiation classes to teach students to listen carefully and pay attention to detail, in Martin Gardner's two books of brainteasers and puzzles which are designed to teach, through problem solving, a number of intelligences, including mathematical, quantitative, logical, linguistic, social (breaking of stereotypes) and spatial. \textit{See also}, \textsc{Gardner, Aha! Gotcha: Paradoxes to Puzzle and Delight}, supra note 13.

\textsuperscript{103} Martin Gardner has a series of brainteasers like this one, see \textsc{Gardner, Aha! Insight}, supra note 13, at 95, that are designed to explore the stereotypes we employ when we visualize a scene from the spoken word and make unnecessary and limiting assumptions about what the scene is about.
problems. By using puzzles and brainteasers of various kinds, students and negotiators are forced to confront their own processes of cognition or problem solving and expand the realms of possible information and solutions they seek. After being stuck in an impasse in a negotiation, students who stop and do a few brainteasers will often re-approach a problem with new ideas, insights, and often, different ways of looking at the problem.

In teaching legal problem solving, some choose to highlight the rational choice, decision making model (evaluation of already generated alternatives), while others seek to systematize the teaching of creativity. Popular writers like Edward de Bono and Gerard Nierenberg seek to develop models, with specific techniques and exercises in order to broaden the search frames that most people use in both everyday problems and more complex expert based problems. For instance, Edward de Bono asks us to consider what is good, bad or interesting about something, suggesting that we counter and delay judgments with curiosity and possibility or “po” (the provocative rearrangement of information) as we restructure or reposition the possibilities. In this literature, the following techniques are suggested as formal ways of enhancing creativity, solving problems and suggesting new ideas, some as separate individual cognitive processes, and others as structured processes to be used in multi-party settings:

1. Use of analogy (direct, fanciful) and use of metaphor;
2. Aggregation/disaggregation/re-combination of elements of a problem;
3. Transfer (cross-disciplinary use of concepts, ideas, information, solutions from other fields);
4. Reversal (either extreme polarization or gradual modification of ideas)—which is done both in cognitive and in personal forms (as in role-reversal efforts to understand the point of view of others in the situation);

105. DE BONO, supra note 13.
106. NIERENBERG, supra note 13.
107. See also HURT, supra note 13; DONALD J. NOONE, supra note 13; ROBERT W. OLSON, supra note 13; VINCENT RYAN RUGGIERO, supra note 13. For applications of creativity and problem solving to organizational change and management see, for example, Richard S. Blackburn, Managing Creativity in Academics, in MANAGING IN ACADEMICS (Jill Ridky & George Sheldon eds., 1993); JENNIFER JAMES, THINKING IN THE FUTURE TENSE: A WORKOUT FOR THE MIND (1997).
108. DE BONO, supra note 13, at 228-30.
5. Extension—extending a line of reasoning, principle or solution beyond its original purpose;
6. Challenging assumptions—re-examining givens or problem statements and unpacking cliched, conventional solutions or stereotypes;
7. Narrative—fully describing facts and problems to elaborate on complexity, and producing alternative endings;
8. Backward/forward thinking—focusing on how we came to a particular situation (reasons why, causes) in order to figure out how we get to desired end-state(s);
9. Design—plan for desired future end-state, structures, means;
10. Random stimulation/brainstorming—separation of idea generation, randomly generated, from judgment and evaluation. As the field of group facilitation has developed, there are newer, more structured variations on these themes, such as Nominal Group Technique (a process of generating and then voting on solutions);
11. Visualization—use of different competencies and modes of thinking and processing information; this includes efforts at altered states (e.g., retreats and meditations);
12. Entry points—explicit reframing of problems and solutions from different perspectives, or in Gardner’s terms, different intelligences.

Some of these techniques or descriptions of thinking are implicit in much legal reasoning and problem solving (analogy, backward thinking, forward thinking and design), but some of them are quite

109. The process of non-judgmental brainstorming in group settings was originally described by Alex Osborn, Applied Imagination: Principles and Procedures of Creative Problem-Solving (1953). It has continued to be validated as effective in practice—the generation of a large quantity of ideas tends to improve their quality. See Amabile, supra note 8, at 244-45.
110. See Hurt, supra note 13, at 56; Roger M. Schwarz, The Skilled Facilitator: Practical Wisdom for Developing Effective Groups (1994). IDEO, a California-based company that creates products and services, utilizes a team method that includes voting on ideas generated from group brainstorming sessions. This process has been used successfully in the invention of such products as Crest’s “Neat Squeeze” toothpaste dispenser and 3 Com’s Palm Pilot V design. See http://www.ideo.com/ideo.htm (last visited February 18, 2001). This model has been adopted and adapted by other companies, is studied extensively in business school classes that teach team building, and written about by journalists and others. See Ed Brown, A Day at Innovation U: Can You Teach Creativity, at http://www.fortune.com/fortune/careers/1999/04/12/sta.html (last visited February 18, 2001). See also Tom Kelley & Jonathan Littman, The Art of Innovation: Lessons in Creativity from IDEO, America’s Leading Design Firm (2001).
outside the usual scope of legal problem solving. So, how can all of this creativity and multiple intelligences work be harnessed to legal problem solving?

IV. LEGAL CREATIVITY AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Is it possible to speak of legal creativity or is the phrase itself an oxymoron? Law is based on precedent, rule of law and gradual evolution of legal principles. Even this conservative discipline, however, has had its revolutionary moments. Consider three different forms of legal creativity that bear on legal problem solving. First, at the highest level of abstraction, we might consider what creative ideas that law as a discipline, or legal institutions, have contributed to the solving of basic human problems at the societal or system level. Second, how do legal memes or tropes of lawmaking come into being (e.g. common law and Constitutional doctrinal development) so they influence legal behavior, such as in problem solving in litigation and dispute contexts, as well as everyday compliance, mobilization or resistance to the law?111 Third, how are legal concepts created and used in the transactional context to develop legal entities, to manage arrangements in large institutions like corporations, as well as one shot buy-sell agreements and to enable and monitor daily human interactions? If we can understand the basic structure and sources of whatever legal creativity we have, we can better transmit a more systematic approach to developing solutions to legal problems to enhance the legal creativity of our students.

This section illustrates examples of legal creativity, drawing on the three categories of legal creativity (uniquely innovative legal ideas and concepts, processes of acceptance of legally creative ideas and the use, development and refinement of legal institutions, entities, transactions and clauses) by demonstrating how such legally creative ideas came to be. The examples here, though by no means

111. For a law and society scholar this represents a view of law from the outside: how do particular legal ideas, or ideologies, come into being and how are they used, mobilized or resisted by those affected by legal doctrines and rules? See Alan Hunt, The Ideology of Law: Advances and Problems in Recent Applications of the Concept of Ideology to the Analysis of Law, 19 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 11 (1985). Thus, a broader and more social view of legal creativity includes not just those who formally make the law (judges, lawyers, government officials) but those who implement it, are regulated by it and who translate it into everyday understandings. See e.g., EWICK & SILBEY, supra note 75; SALLY MERRY, GETTING JUSTICE AND GETTING EVEN: LEGAL CONSCIOUSNESS AMONG WORKING CLASS AMERICANS (1990); Regina Austin, Employer Abuse, Worker Resistance and the Tort of Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress, 41 STAN. L. REV. 1 (1988).
exhaustive, demonstrate that many of the creative processes described by creativity scholars and practitioners in other disciplines have, in fact, been used in law to create new concepts or ideas by interpreting or characterizing words, the constituent element of all law (by creatively reading and "misreading" prior concepts or tropes), expanding, aggregating, disaggregating, rearranging and altering existing ideas and concepts, borrowing or translating ideas from one area of law to another or from other disciplines, and finally, by use of re-design or architecture of words and concepts to build both new legal theories at the abstract level and new institutions at the practical level. In the paragraphs that follow we examine illustrations of these creative processes in legal problem solving. Some are the product of internal and individual negotiation (ideas developed by particularly creative individuals like Joseph Sax, Charles Reich and Catherine Mackinnon). Most legal ideas and solutions to problems, however, are the result of multi-party negotiations, such as our founding Constitutional Convention, or incremental cognitive negotiations with concepts and ideas that are changed by intelligent, and some would say "value creating" lawyers, in both disputing and transactional contexts.

Law as a discipline has contributed to the solution of human problems with the creation of institutions designed to preserve order and reduce or eliminate violence through the development of both governing principles and processes. Whether particular regimes or institutions are legitimate within a particular society, law and the institutions it creates are the glue which holds the society together by resolving disputes at both system-wide and individual levels. Law can be used illegitimately, as the Nazi and other fascist regimes demonstrated, but more commonly, law appeals to legal principles or processes are legitimately used to get things done. To the extent that we continue to view our own Constitution as the ultimate creative act, in its creation of a structure of government with checks and balances, separation of powers and federalism that places great

---


113. MNOOKIN ET AL., BEYOND WINNING, supra note 26.


115. Regarded by many as deeply flawed from its inception because of its recognition of many inequalities (including slavery). This raises the question of the temporality of measures and assessments of creativity.
emphasis on the process of governance, it is not surprising that nego-
tiation theorists want to claim for lawyers the moniker of process ar-
chitects. Our Constitution and much American law has also
created substantive legal concepts and ideas, which in turn influence
the legal behavior of those regulated or acted upon. Where do the
ideas for these substantive legal concepts come from and how do new
ones arise and become recognized? Virtually all of our legal ideas
have been negotiated, whether in the august chambers of constitutio-
nal conventions or the more common locations of law offices and
conference rooms.

Except for those rare revolutionary moments, when legal ideas
are plentiful and debated by many, we tend to think of the develop-
ment of legal concepts and principles as gradual, incremental and not
necessarily creative. A limited number of cognitive processes are
thought to govern the development of new legal ideas, such as rea-
soning by analogy, or its converse, differentiation, and the use of
inductive logic, as well as deductive logic. Some would argue that as
one of the most creative breaks in legal intellectual history, law and
economics has added some further cognitive processes to the mix. We

116. Ronald Gilson & Robert Mnookin, Foreword: Business Lawyers and Value
Creation for Clients, 74 OR. L. REV. 1,8-9 (1995); Mnookin et al., Beyond Winning,
supra note 26. And in an interesting reversal, social theorists and historians have
recently been applying negotiation theory to constitution formation. See Elster, supra
note 60 and Rakove, supra note 60, for examples of the exploration of the differences
in bargaining procedures utilized in different constitutional settings.

117. Despite the recent increase in attention paid to legislation, as Eskridge &
Frickey have done, and regulation, most classic studies of legal processes still focus on
judicial common law development. See Benjamin Cardozo, The Nature of the Judi-
cial Process (1921); Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Path of the Law (1897); Llew-
ellyn, supra note 85; cf. Henry M. Hart, Jr. & Albert M. Sacks, The Legal
Process: Basic Problems in the Making and Application of Law (William N. Es-
krige, Jr. & Philip Frickey eds., 1994). For more nuanced and recent case studies on
how laws are made, see Case Studies in Consensus Building Handbook (Larry
Susskind et al. eds., 1999); Wendy Espelund, The Struggle for Water: Politics,
Rationality and Identity in the American Southwest (1998); Jody Freeman, Col-

118. Law students are taught analogical reasoning and the “distinguishing” of
cases, to be able to argue for both inclusion or exclusion of particular facts from argua-
ibly applicable rules. Interestingly, in recent empirical work on effective modes of
teaching negotiation, Leigh Thompson and her colleagues, of the Northwestern Kel-
logg School of Business, have demonstrated that explicit comparison of cases, drawing
analogies in the characteristics of cases may increase the likelihood of pattern recog-
nition and produce “better” outcomes (in that case, conceptualized as more flexible,
contingent clauses). See Jeffrey Loewenstein et al., Analogical Encoding Facilitates
Knowledge Transfer in Negotiation, 6 PSYCHONOMIC BULL. & REV. 586 (1999); Leigh
Thompson, et al., Avoiding Missed Opportunities in Managerial Life (2000) (manu-
script). Perhaps legal educators are doing something right, after all.
utilize rational choice theory, wealth maximization and efficiency concerns to affect that more ambiguous form of legal reasoning—policy analysis—in making choices among possible rules or creation of new ones. More recently, some use of statistical and empirical ideas (such as logical-mathematical intelligences) have found their way into legal reasoning (e.g. antitrust, employment discrimination) and even the economists have begun to take note of the psychological forces affecting rational man. I have argued elsewhere that it is interesting to note the differential take-up rates of different modes of thought or disciplines (intelligences?) in legal reasoning. As we begin to explore the broadening of disciplines, domains or intelligences that might contribute to legal reasoning, there will be difficult questions of transferability, evaluation and verification, but an opening out is necessary to spark legal creativity and to encourage a broader range of both solution generation and methods of solution evaluation.

Lawyers work with words, so most of our creative acts involve the construction of new language and interpretation of existing language, creating new concepts from whole cloth or from the interstices of statutory, regulatory or contractual gaps. Our words have the force of law behind them, however, so that powerfully creative words in law have been known to create whole new institutions. Examples of new legal and real entities that have been created are corporations,

---

119. For a summary of the new use of behavioral, social and cognitive psychology in law and economics and legal scholarship more generally see Langevoort, supra note 46; see also Russell B. Korobkin & Thomas S. Ulen, Law and Behavioral Science: Removing the Rationality Assumption from Law and Economics, 88 CAL. L. REV. 1051 (2000).


121. It is sometimes suggested that law and science and law and social science operate with such different standards of proof that they are hard to reconcile, especially in courts of law. See, e.g., Steven Goldberg, Culture Clash: Law and Science in America (1994); Sheila Jasanoff, Science at the Bar: Law, Science and Technology in America (1995). In some cases, law is more demanding than science (epidemiological proof in mass torts), requiring degrees of certainty not yet known to science. In other cases, courts have tolerated what others call junk science if there is at least one expert to testify to some scientific truth. See Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
trusts, regulatory agencies, condominiums, unions and tax shelters. In addition, our words have created new legal rights and constructs like leases, sexual harassment, probation—and also have recognized (sometimes from conflicting ideologies) new claims like civil rights, privacy, free speech and emotional distress.

Words have also been creatively interpreted or “misread” by lawyers or judges, seeking to alter, expand, contract or even radically change a legal concept or doctrine. David Cole, for example, has suggested that “creative misreadings” by several notable justices of First Amendment doctrine creatively fashioned our First Amendment jurisprudence.122 Cole applies the literary analysis of Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence (1973), to suggest that judges, like poets, are caught between emulation of tradition and creative breaks with the past.123 Dissents, in particular, offer an opportunity for oppositional ideas to be expressed and gradually to become less shocking and more acceptable.124 Cole traces the development of First Amendment law through Justice Holmes, Brandeis, Black and Brennan’s “creative misreadings” of precedent to develop such legal memes as “clear and present danger,” “free trade in ideas” which became the “marketplace of ideas,” and the resultant change in legal doctrine from one restricting speech to one increasingly tolerant of even subversive speech.125 As Cole artfully argues, Justice Holmes, by dissenting from himself, used the common forms of legal reasoning by employing background philosophical principles derived from Blackstone, Smith and Mill, expressed in pithy metaphors which are themselves altered by context and by interpretations of subsequent readers (other judges).126 Constitutional adjudication has been particularly subject to this form of creative literary process as words and metaphors are used to break from the past and legal memes are needed to build legitimacy and acceptance for breaks from the past. As Brown v. Board of Education127 ushered in an era of “separate is not equal,” the requirement to integrate “with all deliberate speed” was an effort to use the lawyer’s tools of words to effectuate a more gradual compliance with a revolutionary and creative newly announced principle. Note that the choices of language or metaphors can be problematic as well.

123. See Id. at 858.
124. See Id. at 860, 869-71.
125. Cole, supra note 122, at 875-96.
126. Id. at 879-87.
As Justice Blackmun chose “viability” of the fetus as a way of finessing religion by using science in *Roe v. Wade*, a new justifying principle is needed as science moves viability ever forward. Thus, a judge’s and lawyer’s creativity may be measured by the “viability” of the legal meme or trope that he creates.

At the opposite end of “creative misreadings” is the cognitive process of extension. One of the major legally creative acts in modern times is Charles Reich’s “new property,” an application or extension of traditional property principles to the new forms of property—employment expectations, welfare and other entitlements provided by the government. Current efforts to expand the Nuremberg War Tribunals and the current War Crimes Tribunal to build an International Criminal Court demonstrate the expansion of an entire legal institution by changing levels of regulation and exposing the difficulties and opportunities of creating legal institutions and laws across jurisdictional domains.

Related to expansion of legal concepts is the common legal creative act of transfer from one legal domain to another. Another important creative act is the variety of contributions made to legal

131. Gary Blasi labels this disciplinary or domain “border crossing”: “Real innovation in law and lawyering techniques is most often the product of [the same] cross-boundary phenomenon. In some cases, it is the problem that migrates to confront a different kind of lawyer, so that a corporate or personal injury lawyer is asked to consider remedies for the problems that attend slum housing. In other cases, an idea migrates from one region of legal doctrine to another, so that the notion of an implied warranty in the law of sales is imported into landlord and tenant law. In each case it is the novel association of problem and technique, the unusual juxtaposition of complexity and analytic method, that often produces innovations in both law and lawyering.” See Gary Blasi, *Teaching/Lawyering as an Intellectual Project*, 14 J. LEGAL PROF. 65 (1996).
scholarship by Joseph Sax—the use of public trust doctrine in environmental law, the treatment of "slumlordism" as a tort, both of which were developed by exporting or importing one area of the law to another. This juxtaposition of seemingly unrelated things, or combining, explains much of innovative product development. Catherine MacKinnon's treatment of pornography as a civil rights or torts claim and the recognition of sexual harassment as employment discrimination illustrates this important principle—that given a body of law designed to remedy particular harms or wrongs, either the harms or wrongs covered by the law, or the remedies available, may be extended as we recognize appropriate new members of a category. This type of transfer occurs when we creatively borrow from other domains or systems. Many creative legal theories and institutions actually have their roots in other legal systems (e.g. European social insurance regimes, civil law models of comparative negligence, and Asian and African systems of dispute resolution). As a method of challenging assumptions, looking at how others of different cultures and domains solve problems demonstrates how our legal constructs are chosen, not given, and how they may be altered.


134. The military walkie-talkies of World War II were invented by the founder of Motorola who combined what he knew of car radios with wireless communication across battlefields, as he toured Europe on a family trip before the outbreak of the war. See Csikszentmihalyi, supra note 8, at 96-97.


136. Robin West has suggested that tort and criminal law be extended to recognize the now unrecognized claims of women's harms. See West, CARING FOR JUSTICE, supra note 52.

137. The limited hours of women and child labor legislation defended by the Brandeis-Goldmark brief in Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412 (1908), were derived from European protective labor laws.


139. This is not unlike the advice given by Fisher & Ury and other negotiation theorists that looking to other expert systems is another way to look for creative ideas. How would another discipline characterize or frame a problem and then solve it? For a phenomenological account of problem solving in several different disciplines, see DONALD SCHON, THE REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONER: HOW PROFESSIONALS THINK IN ACTION (1983).
A form of creativity somewhat unique to legal reasoning, though similar to our related linguistic intelligences, is the process of characterization or argumentation in which we use our words to re-categorize facts, claims, arguments and rules, which disturb the linguistic purity desired by those outside of our domain. Consider how patent lawyers successfully assimilated the architecture of software to the vocabulary of a machine in order to obtain patent protection for what were thought to be unpatentable "mental processes, abstract intellectual concepts" or ideas. Or, in a form of creative reversal, consider how conservatives reclaimed takings law to render many land use regulations compensable events under the Fifth Amendment. In another example, defense counsel who initially resisted plaintiffs' class actions in mass torts captured the device when seeking global settlements with plaintiffs and insurers.

Similarly, alterations (in the form of aggregations or disaggregations) of concepts is a common legal trope, particularly in transactional legal work. Using basic property principles which combine space and time (time bounded estates in land), creative lawyers created co-ops, condominiums and time shares. The development of the corporation, corporate law and corporate financing all demonstrate the highest forms of legal creativity as creative entrepreneurs partner with lawyers to raise capital and create new entities. The "junk bond," the "poison pill," the "golden parachute" and the "Skadden retainer" are all legal creations intended to allow, in the view of

140. Howard Gardner has solved the mystery of why so many lawyers write mysteries (and thrillers and novels and memoirs). We are simply shifting within our linguistic intelligence to another domain in which we can use words and language (not to mention logic for mystery writers!)

141. Or rhetoric as the Greeks would have it. For a not so flattering portrait of how we exercise this form of creativity, see PLATO, GORGIAS (Penguin ed. 1971).


143. James Gleick, Patently Absurd, N.Y. TIMES MAGAZINE, March 12, 2000, at 44, 47-48. "Judges and lawyers have devoted millions of words to the nuances of relevant categories for patent and copyright protections. Maybe the trajectories of culture, economics and technology have reached a point where a distinction between an idea and machine can no longer be sustained." Id at 48.


146. A preemptive strike intended to prevent Skadden, Arps, Meagher & Flom from being retained in an attempt to take over your company. See CAPLAN, supra note 76.
some, value creation through deals\textsuperscript{147} with creative terms and clauses adapted to meet parties' needs for accumulations of capital and flexibility in governance. Corporate regulators, it must be said, may be equally creative. Disclosure laws and securities regulations were themselves creative responses to the stock market crash of 1929, while current arguments about the importance of a wider group of corporate stakeholders to whom the corporation might be responsible are efforts to create legal relations and liabilities where once there were none. Negotiators in the transactional setting are often particularly good at creating solutions with contingent agreements or gradualist alterations of boilerplate terms. The percentage of gross or net rent (in commercial leasing) or payment (in the performing arts and sports) are alterations of standard rent or salary terms when traditional formulations of fixed amount and distributive bargaining problems gave way to contingent agreements to allocate risk and uncertainty. Similar risk allocation in the litigation context changed conventional monetary judgments to structured settlements and annuities.

Beyond the case or transaction level, legal professionals demonstrate creativity when they create whole new institutions like the "problem solving courts" of drug courts,\textsuperscript{148} vice courts, and integrated family courts that are seeking to work interdisciplinarily with both individuals and families to combine treatment with punishment. Similarly, creative clinical programs in law school have moved from totally litigation-oriented strategies to transactional work, developing venture capital and investments in housing and economic development projects, and multi-disciplinary problem solving, such as legislative advocacy connected to public health professionals for needle exchange programs.\textsuperscript{149}

Legal creativity has its own special structure. The adversary system itself may spark certain forms of creativity by requiring reversals and responses to arguments and characterizations of facts. To


respond is to think and to deny as well as to explain. Thus, new explanations must be found, new defenses created, and new causes of action and new transactional forms to be discovered. Some adversarial creativity may be exercised in the spirit of law avoidance. The decision of *Buckley v. Valeo*\(^{150}\) and its attempts to sustain limits on campaign contributions produced the legally creative Political Action Committee (PAC), a cure that some think is worse than the original problem. Recall that Howard Gardner warns that intelligences have no morality and can be exercised for good or ill.\(^{161}\) Law's creativity may be somewhat limited by the bounds of law and legal ethics rules, but there still remains a fair amount of problem space to be manipulated within our adversarial culture. At the same time, the adversarial culture may also constrain and cabin our thinking unnecessarily by structuring it in polarized and oppositional terms. Are transactional lawyers more creative by being less constrained? Corporations and trusts, for example, were created legally to accomplish many different goals, some adversarial (tax delay, minimization or avoidance), but also to permit different power and control arrangements and to bundle and unbundle interests of wealth, time and assets to permit great flexibility of action.

While this essay does not exhaustively examine all possible forms of legal creativity, it is useful to map the kinds of legal ideas that have been developed onto the kinds of creative thinking processes and multiple intelligences that might be applied to legal problem solving. Our intellectual and cognitive frames can be stretched, even by a mechanical application of different modes of thinking or different points of entry.\(^{152}\) At least more explicit attention to how we think alone and reason together might demonstrate more paths of legal cognition. Legal creativity is necessarily limited by its need to work within the law, or at least within the foreseeable boundaries of legal change, but for optimal problem solving it would seem we should try to push the boundaries of little "c" creativity as much as we can to produce at least a greater number of choices about how best to accomplish legal results.

In searching for big "C" creativity in law, beyond perhaps the group act of drafting the Constitution, we should consider the contributions of legal scholars to the development of overarching theories or legal frameworks that attempt to reorient the development of law.

---

151. GARDNER, INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED, *supra* note 68, at 66-77.
152. For example, mathematical and quantitative assessments for division, suggested by Brans & Taylor, *supra* note 32.
One cannot avoid the remarkable achievement of Richard Posner and the law and economics movement in creating a legal meme that has been quite powerful in its transmission into the legal culture and law (with so many of its proponents now on the bench). Additionally, how can we ignore the legal memes created by Christopher Columbus Langdell as we generally labor in both the same physical and intellectual architecture that he created over one hundred years ago? Legal realism, critical legal studies, legal feminism and critical race theory are all group acts of legal creativity, seeking to develop new frames for thinking about legal problems, creating theories, new causes of action and new remedial schemes. What Weber called charismatic leadership demonstrates another form of creativity—intellectual or motivational leadership to rethink existing paradigms,153 evident in both intellectual and political realms. For examples of how particularly creative lawyers develop their legal strategies and consider both the formation and the utilization of their ideas, several recent biographies of important legal thinkers are instructive,154 along with detailed case studies of strategies in particular litigation or other legal events.155 Those of us who are laboring on the concept of problem solving or constructive lawyering156 hope that we have launched another legal meme—that of the problem solving157 lawyer and the integrative, interest-based negotiator. Whether we succeed depends on

153. Gardner describes the particular kinds of intelligences that political and organizational leaders are likely to have. GARDNER, INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED, supra note 68, at 116-34 (linguistic, intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences). He defines leaders as those “people who can change the thoughts, feelings and/or behaviors of a significant number of other people.” Id. at 126.


157. “Problem solving” is clearly the educational buzz word of the decade. Every major university and liberal arts college is touting its goals to create a “problem solving curriculum,” see, for example, Penn Arts & Sciences, University of Pennsylvania Newsletter, Winter 2000, at http://www.collegeupenn.edu/newsletter/mar00/abc.htm (Last Visited April 6, 2000). One class offered to undergraduates is GH 210, Seminar in Faculty-Student Collaborative Learning: Developing an Interdisciplinary Problem-Solving Curriculum Focused on West Philadelphia.
what creative ideas we can offer for legal education and it is to that agenda that I now turn.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR AND APPLICATIONS TO LEGAL EDUCATION

If the teachings of the fields of creativity and multiple intelligences are to be effectively applied and transferred to legal education we must re-examine how we do things. Although analysis and traditional legal reasoning are important\(^{158}\) and should not be removed from the curriculum, it is important to understand the consequences of such education. Legal analysis does teach close readings of texts and teaches judgment by putting students in the role of the detached critical reader. But analysis, as taught in legal education, is often more critical than the more constructive forms of reasoning and analysis that are taught in some graduate schools and in business schools. Perhaps it is our adversarial frame\(^{159}\) but we teach analysis by critical correction, critique and oppositional culture.\(^{160}\) I suggest that explicitly teaching creativity with positive examples, models, experiences of empowerment and accomplishment may make better problem solvers out of our students than the current legal education culture permits. While we need to know and understand the biased and inaccurate heuristics we often employ, it is also important to develop some positive heuristics in the context of legal problem solving. This article concludes with some concrete suggestions below.

At the level of conventional case instruction, it is possible to teach alternative ways of structuring and solving legal problems at the same time that students are learning to brief a case, make arguments and discover the relevant facts and holding. As described elsewhere,\(^{161}\) a series of questions could be asked of students of each case

\(^{158}\) Every modern critique of the profession and legal education seems to begin with the statement that we just need supplementation, not a totally new system. See CPR Commission on Lawyering, Problem Solving and Legal Education, at http://www.cpradr.org (last visited February 18, 2001); ANTHONY T. KRONMAN, THE LOST LAWYER: THE FAILING IDEALS OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION (1993); Brest and Krieger, supra note 5.

\(^{159}\) Why wouldn't the adversarial and competitive economic frame similarly affect business schools? Perhaps because the entrepreneurial culture also values creativity and the creation of new products?


read to encourage creative thinking. This would push students to look for multiple possibilities and directions that the case could have taken, before it hardened into its appellate form. In addition to the stated facts and legal issues, one should ask the following questions:

What are the "real" issues between the parties?

What were the parties trying to accomplish?

Who else is, or was, involved in the transaction, dispute or underlying issue?

How else might the parties have dealt with or managed their problem aside from the lawsuit at hand?

What other solutions, proposals or resolutions of their matter would have been possible?

Answering these questions allows students to see how much more might be at stake than what the court fixes on; that other people may be involved and that other resources might have been mobilized to deal with the problem. Such readings of cases open up other possible readings of a case, perhaps to "creative misreadings" and to other possible solutions.162 I often ask students to re-think a case or problem for new possibilities after they have worked on some of the brainteasers or other problems described above. This might be a good empirical testing ground of the effectiveness of creativity teaching and training—can students or lawyers see more possibilities in legal problems after they have had the opportunity to use some other intelligences?163

In all courses, experiences of successfully creating some legal product, such as a contract, a complaint, a deed, a will, a motion or a single jury instruction, will empower students to feel they have begun to learn to create legal products. Borrowing from Howard Gardner's "processfolio,"164 law students might actually keep on going files of

162. At an early stage of my negotiation course, I ask students to select 5 cases at random from a reporter, a casebook or now, the computer, and to answer these questions. Together we explore the different kinds of processes and resolutions that might have been used to solve problems that traveled up the litigation food chain to appellate treatment.

163. This issue of the "transferability" from one domain or one intelligence to another is both an interesting theoretical problem and one that greatly affects educational theory and practice. See Brook Baker, Beyond MacCrator: The Role of Context, Experience, Theory and Reflection in Ecological Learning, 36 ARIZ. L. REV. 287, 291 (1994); See also Steven Friedland, How We Teach: A Survey of Teaching Techniques in American Law Schools. 20 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 1 (1996).

their written drafts and re-writes throughout law school to document the process and progress in their own thinking. 165

A few law schools, like Northwestern, have experimented with involving students with actual or simulated clients in the first year, by having them participate in an initial interview, consider what the client's problem(s) might be and then, to begin to consider solutions and learn how to do legal research from the context of a real case. This might increase student motivation and focus to begin some work on an actual legal problem while beginning to develop some knowledge of substantive law (of course, with proper supervision). Starting some client contact early in legal education might be important not only for focus and motivation, but as a way of encouraging the development of skills and knowledge in at least two other intelligences which are clearly important in legal problem solving—interpersonal and intrapersonal. 166 Where actual client contact is not possible, structured simulation courses, ranging from simple in-class exercises 167 to a simulated complex litigation problem, offer students the possibility of trying to create solutions to problems and to live with choices made in on-going rounds of a case or problem. Many law schools have begun using business school-like complex case studies and simulations to place problem-solving in richer and dynamically changing fact contexts, while also teaching responsibility for decision making by using rounds of choices and behaviors in which choices made at one stage carry over to another. 168

165. The processfolio that documents change is in contrast to the portfolio, where only the best is chosen and fails to document the thinking process itself. For teachers of negotiation that use journals (I do not), which require students to reflect on what they have learned, this is an equivalent use of a processfolio idea.

166. Many negotiation courses now use various methods to focus on interpersonal skills such as use of the Thomas-Kilman Conflict MODE exercise, Myers-Briggs and the Harvard Interpersonal Skills Exercise. Legal interviewing and counseling courses have also long used insights from Rogerian therapy to teach skills of active listening. Decision theory has been incorporated in many schools' teaching of legal counseling, Brest & Krieger, supra note 5. For my argument that the human side of lawyering is essential to any full conception of legal education, see Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Narrowing the Gap by Narrowing the Field; What's Missing From the MacCrate Report—Of Skills, Legal Science and Being a Human Being, 69 WASH. L. REV. 593 (1994).

167. See LEONARD RISKIN & JAMES E. WESTBROOK, DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND LAWYERS' TEACHER'S MANUAL (2d ed. 1998).

168. Clinicians, of course, have used contextually rich cases for problem solving for close to thirty years. Some problems use real clients or dynamically changing facts to simulate as much as possible the conditions of the real world, see Binder, supra note 42.
In my ideal world of education, multiple intelligences would be taught simultaneously. Substantive courses taught at the same time as skills courses would hone cognitive, writing, interpersonal, intrapersonal and problem solving skills. Students might choose to specialize in this modern world in which domain specific knowledge is complex, but also ever-changing. An organized program of education would build on sequences of knowledge acquisition and skills development to be practiced in thought, writing, simulations and then in the real world (in the “thinking in action”\(^{169}\) that characterizes good clinical education). Once again, applying Howard Gardner’s educational models for primary and secondary education,\(^{170}\) law students might learn both more deeply and more broadly by being engaged in multiple intelligence projects. Whether for the full three years or some portion of the legal curriculum, students could be assigned to research a particular issue, or a community, local, state, corporate or national problem, work with or intern with individuals involved in that problem and develop a legal plan or strategy for dealing with it.\(^{171}\) Imagine that instead of a third year research or writing project, a law student would be required instead to demonstrate problem solving skills with a project processfolio or some performance of understanding.

Legal intelligences can be systematically taught and evaluated.\(^{172}\) Howard Gardner actually suggests that interpersonal skills could be evaluated by watching a student attempt to resolve a dispute with a store clerk or manage a difficult committee meeting, in what he calls “assessment in context.”\(^{173}\) Since problems that are


\(^{170}\) GARDNER, MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES, supra note 164, at 65-158.

\(^{171}\) Many specialized seminars in law schools now do this—some focused on specific community or legal issues, like economic development, homelessness, public health, public interest strategies, complex litigation.

\(^{172}\) The Macerate report is such an effort to develop a list of legal intelligences. See LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT—AN EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON LAW SCHOOLS AND THE PROFESSION: NARROWING THE GAP (1992). This is a start, but I have criticized the report as being too focused on ends-means, litigation thinking. See Menkel-Meadow, Narrowing the Gap by Narrowing the Field supra note 166.

\(^{173}\) GARDNER, MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES, supra note 164, at 176. How many of us legal educators would do well in such an evaluation? To the extent that dispute resolution education is expanding to include not only dyadic negotiation skills, but multiparty and multi-cultural and international negotiations, as well as consensus building like processes (reg-neg), there will be many more sites for “assessments in context.”
solved in the real world are not neatly packaged in course-titled categories, problem solving in context calls on students not only to solve problems, but to name and frame them as well.

Framing the intellectual and educational problem to be solved is very important in transforming legal education into a truly problem solving enterprise. As an example, consider a problem from the Goldberg, Sander & Rogers DISPUTE RESOLUTION text.\textsuperscript{174} In Colonial Confectioners, Inc.,\textsuperscript{175} an elderly man seeks to sell his candy-making factory and hopes the business will be continued by the purchaser. The potential purchaser wants to tear down the factory and build a more profitable office building. In the problem as written, both sides have damaging confidential facts that the teacher's manual tells us will kill the deal if they are revealed.\textsuperscript{176} The purpose of the exercise is for students to confront their truth telling practices and the role of deception in negotiation. However, when I have used this problem after class creativity exercises, students carefully reveal the "damaging" information and work around it to create very interesting solutions to the problem.\textsuperscript{177} Thus, the curriculum's frame around a set of problems or courses can strongly influence how students choose to use the material. Using the framing effects, changing the focus with the same problems over time illustrates how problems can change or that they have many different issues.\textsuperscript{178}

Gardner suggests using different "entry points" for the study of particular problems, which demonstrate that there are, in fact, many epistemologies to be used in unpacking legal problems.\textsuperscript{179} These include the use of narrative (a deeply contextualized story of the facts); a logically based deductive version of the situation; a foundational-terminological approach (what is at issue here for the parties, for the larger society?); aesthetic understandings—(organizational charts, a

\textsuperscript{174} STEPHEN Goldberg, FRANK Sander & NANCY Rogers, DISPUTE RESOLUTION: NEGOTIATION, MEDIATION AND OTHER PROCESSES (3d ed. 1999).

\textsuperscript{175} Id. at 106.

\textsuperscript{176} Both the fact of the purchaser's true interest and a rumor of an eminent domain action on the property are unknown to the respective sides.

\textsuperscript{177} These have included ESOPs for the candy factory employees, a historically preserved front of the building, with a candy shop/factory on the first floor of a multi-use office building, and a host of other solutions that take account of both parties' preferences.

\textsuperscript{178} Some business school case studies, for example, are "framed" by the course title as marketing, finance, accounting, or human relations problems. More complex problems require students to consider many issues simultaneously. Ethics problems, for example, are almost always embedded in the larger context and more complicated facts of the problem.

\textsuperscript{179} GARDNER, INTELLIGENCE REFRAMED, supra note 68, at 169-72.
map of a transaction or deal); and experiential or field knowledge.\textsuperscript{180} The educational key to problem solving here is to make the problems richer than they often appear in casebooks, and even the most conventional cases can be approached with more variety in the questions posed and the particular issues to be solved.

Even while contextualizing a problem, however, the law teacher must remain vigilant about the limits of the law. We can ask how can law help resolve a problem, but must also ask how the law constrains what the parties seek to do. When rules of disclosure or substantive values draw lines around party choices, students learn that we do not inhabit a totally laissez-faire world. Though Howard Gardner does not acknowledge morality as a separate intelligence, law students can learn that each intelligence or each solution to a problem must be evaluated and must satisfy at least legal, if not moral, standards.\textsuperscript{181} Solutions, must be explained, justified, tested against other solutions and explored for their legal limits, as well as for Pareto-optimality. Not all legal problems will have creative solutions.

Finally, we should confront the “points of entry” for education in problem solving and creativity. I think there are at least three locations to worry about. First, it is not sufficient to treat legal problem solving and creativity as bounded subjects, appropriate only in negotiation or dispute resolution courses. Even more than ethics,\textsuperscript{182} problem solving and creativity should be taught pervasively throughout the curriculum. We need new textbooks, many more case studies, and different ways of dividing up the curriculum. These are big curriculum reform projects and are unlikely to happen in many, if any, law schools. Yet, some short forms of professional development seminars for law teachers and the creation of new teaching materials and problem sets could bring us a long way toward re-orienting the way legal reasoning is taught in law schools, even in conventional class rooms.

\textsuperscript{180} Even in my simulated negotiation problems, students are encouraged to “check facts” in the real world, so they gather estimates from real roofers, mortgage rates from banks, stock prices, “going rates” for plea bargains, and actual time to trial in the jurisdiction.

\textsuperscript{181} Concrete problem solving is also a good place to observe the positive law-morality debate in jurisprudence. See H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law (1961); Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law (1964).

Second, we may need to rethink the relative emphasis of litigation to other forms of legal problem solving in our curricula. Increased emphasis on transactions, deals, raising capital for a variety of entrepreneurial and public interest activities, document drafting, as well as organizational planning and design skills may be necessary for our students who will be lawyers in this new century. If cases come to trial in less than 5% of all cases (even if a large number still begin in litigation) it is clear that our educational emphasis is mis-matched to what our students will face in the workplace. While we are responsible for creating a firm intellectual background which is still regarded as "timeless" for lawyers who must adapt to many substantive domains, shouldn’t the content of that intellectual domain respond to the world in which our students will practice their craft?

Third, and finally, we still consider legal problem solving mostly an individual enterprise. Our students write papers and take tests alone but we hope they work in study groups and share teams and partnerships in clinics and occasionally in classroom exercises. Real world problem solving, however, involves multi-party, multi-issue, multi-jurisdictional and multi-cultural inputs, and lawyers are increasingly working in more complex groups of individuals who may come from a variety of different domains. Working collaboratively (rather than exclusively competitively or cooperatively, in that false dichotomy of the negotiation literature) is an important element of legal problem solving. It is not just the interpersonal skill of facilitating and managing meetings, negotiation sessions and consensus building processes, all of which are important and should be taught in modern law schools. If creative solutions to legal problems are to be arrived at, we must acknowledge the multiple approaches to problems that different people bring and what we can learn from working with many different people. We can improve the analysis, as well as the design, of solutions to legal problems if we can learn more things from more people.

183. At the conclusion of several focus groups with practicing lawyers at Georgetown, which is part of our curriculum review project, we have learned that recent graduates feel that they are ill prepared for lawyering tasks and decision making that do not involve conventional litigation choices or matters. Both younger lawyers and more experienced lawyers want our graduates to be able to make decisions (often in nano seconds), or draft documents in organizational (both public interest and entrepreneurial) settings for which they are not prepared by our standard curriculum and its steady diet of litigated cases.
To summarize, at the institutional or curricular level, this article suggests the following alternative program structure for teaching legal creativity and effective problem solving:

First Year: Instead of a repetitive diet of common law courses to focus on case-based analogical reasoning, the first year should introduce students to a variety of forms of legal reasoning and intelligences, including common law (perhaps contracts and torts as the classic courses), statutory drafting and interpretation, Constitutional law as formative of institutions and a place to consider both history and deep legal and political theory and jurisprudence, some introduction to another discipline (quantitative analysis or narrative interpretation) and some exposure to a real world legal problem (an interview with an individual client, exposure to an entity or institutional issue through some internship) and some exposure to the now multiple intelligences of legal research (book and computer based logic and searches), as well as some introductory work on the interpersonal aspect of legal counseling and advising. Ideally, there would still be room in the first year curriculum for some subject totally removed from obvious relations to law—architecture, engineering or social work course in problem solving, a literature or language course or even a visual arts course (in which there would be some explicit attention paid to how such a discipline might inform legal issues).

Second Year: In addition to continuing and deepening the study of some area of substantive law (some depth of knowledge to experience a sense of subject matter competence, to pursue domain-based expertise and understand the history of problem solving in a particular area), we should add a variety of skills building blocks (question framing, useful in interviewing, litigation practice, meeting management, fact gathering; negotiation and multi-party coordination and collaboration, drafting and planning exercises) and some substantive building blocks (accounting, economics, some sociology and psychology related to law and legal institutions) and a simulation-based course on problem solving in a particular area, with law, dynamic facts and the need to find relevant information and decision makers to assist in problem definition, solutions and implementation. In the second year, every student would have to complete a major project of some kind, in collaboration with other students. The project itself could vary from a research paper, a drafted document, a transaction planned or some other solution to a legal or social problem.\textsuperscript{184} (This

\textsuperscript{184} This past year a group of Georgetown law students completed the legal and political process to found a charter school in Washington DC that will focus on law and legal issues for high school students. The school will open in the next academic
would give each law student a legal "processfolio" as a representation of a concrete work product completed while in law school).

Third Year: In the final year of law school\textsuperscript{185} students would deepen one field of substantive expertise, take related courses in both the law school and other graduate departments (business school, public health, social work), enroll in one problem solving seminar that would require the students to jointly plan some response to a legal or social problem (that actually exists, as opposed to the second year simulation experience), enroll in some clinical or field (internship or observational) experience that attempts to relate legal theory to practice and to complete some kind of "graduation" project (either individually or alone). The third year also would be a place for at least one course outside of the domain of law for students to explore other modes of problem solving. In an ideal educational environment, law students would interact with other graduate students (business students or medical students as clients in planning or litigation matters), both to share what is particular about legal problem solving and law, and to learn to function with other domain trained professionals and possible clients. Also, one should require some form of professional responsibility or ethics training, perhaps again as an exercise in comparative ethical reasoning.

This problem solving curriculum is designed to increase the multi-disciplinary nature of law training and clearly some will think it is too thin on the mastery of doctrine or legal theory. Yet, as the modern world demonstrates a growing dependence on multi-disciplinary solutions to complex problems in the environment, in international relations, in domestic social welfare, education and housing, it seems that the best way to teach creativity and skill in problem solving is to broaden both the subject matter and the processes which we use to teach legal problem solving. For law students to experience some mastery and sense of accomplishment as they learn their craft and subject matter material, seems an improvement over the simple steady diet of the same case method that has informed legal education for so long.

\footnote{year. The students began work on this project through their own commitment and a clinical course and completed it with assistance from each other, some professors and other relevant community advisors.}

\footnote{185. For the purpose of this exercise I have left law school in its current form of three years but ideally, legal training would take four years; the third year would be a Northeastern-Antioch like full year of legal internship in the world, with a final return year in school for students to pursue more academically and with professorial supervision answers to both substantive and processual issues that arose during the field work year.}
Whether creativity and problem solving can effectively be taught, along with legal doctrine and rigorous policy analysis, and whether such a curriculum also can teach decision making and judgment, important qualities for the practicing lawyer remains to be tested. Whether such an alternative curriculum realistically can be negotiated in today’s legal education environment requires some very creative thinking and action.